June / July 2021

1, Greenfields, Adstock (01296 712561)
jenniferanne.stuart@btopenworld.com
lucy_bignall@outlook.com

Somehow, it is June already and midsummer and freedom are beckoning!
With the hedges starred with hawthorn, the verges laced with cow parsley and the fields glowing
with buttercups, let's hope that the delightful May weather is over and we can all spend more time
enjoying our gardens and the many beautiful walks around Adstock - and catching up with all those
friends and family we have missed over the last few months.
Forces Fitness and the Adstock coffee mornings are back, The Old Thatched Inn is again bursting
at the seams come the weekends, St Cecilia's is reopening and plans for future Open Gardens are
afoot! Read on for more news of the reawakening of Adstock!

Lucy

THE ADSTOCK CLARION
If you know of anyone who does not yet receive the Adstock Clarion by email, and would like to be
added to the mailing list, please forward, or ask them to forward, the details below to 1 Greenfields,
or to jenniferanne.stuart@btopenworld.com
Many thanks
Name ………………………………Address ……………………………………………….
Email address ………………………………

____________

ADSTOCK CATS HOTEL
OPENING HOURS
MON – SAT 8.30AM – 10.30 AM 4.30 PM – 6.30 PM
SUN – 8.30 AM – 10.30 AM
OTHER TIMES BY ARRANGEMENT
PEAR TREE FARM, ADSTOCK, BUCKINGHAM MK18 2JL
TEL: 01296 714377
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Our church is open once again.
Thanks be to God.
It’s been a long while coming but by the time you read this we will have had our first service on
May 16. Next month there will be one service on June 13 and then in July we return to our normal
pattern with services on the first and third Sundays of each month. We would be so pleased if you
would join us.
We would love to restart Open Gardens again this year, possibly in early September. Whilst
gardens may look very different from their early June splendour it will nevertheless be interesting
for our visitors to see how they change throughout the year and perhaps spot things they may
otherwise miss. There will still be perennials in bloom and lots of pots and hanging baskets to
admire. And vegetable plots will be in full flow. HOWEVER, without more assistance on the
committee we will not be able to get the event organised. So if you are able to help please get in
touch as soon as possible.
We are hopeful that coffee mornings will resume as normal in July with maybe an 'al fresco' coffee
and chat in June. We will be in touch once plans have been finalised.
Jill Lord

____________

HELP!!!

Once a month, 2 people give about 1 hour of their time to clean our lovely village church. Nothing
too arduous – the usual dusting, polishing, and vacuuming that we all do at home.
We currently just have 8 people on the rota and would welcome some new additions to lighten the
load. The more people who help, the less often that help is needed.
There are 8760 hours in a year. If you could spare just one we would love you to hear from you.
Please contact me on 01296 715519 or email me at jillylord@gmail.com
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The Familiars by Stacey Halls
We had our first book club meeting this year, on April 14th, which was
fab.
We had it up at the Orchard and Jo got the fire pit going for us. Thank
goodness and many, many thanks. There is something about a real fire. It was a very cold evening
with a beautiful clear night with crescent moon and stars popping out.
We were very well prepared with blankets, hot water bottles, wine, G&T's. It was really just good
to meet and talk to one another after such a long time.
The book was The Familiars by Stacey Halls. It is set in Lancashire 1612 about a young 17 year
old girl married and pregnant for the fourth time, though none of the babies have survived. Her
husband is desperate for an heir. She meets Alice, a young midwife, who promises to deliver a
healthy baby. However, Alice is drawn into witchcraft accusations and Fleetwood, the young girl,
risks everything trying to help Alice as the Pendle witch trials are approaching.
The book received mixed reviews but I have to say we didn't discuss the book in any great detail,
it was just great to see and catch up after so long, but if anybody walked up past the orchard and
saw cauldron, fire and women huddled around …….well!!!!
Sue Grensted

____________
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ADSTOCK VILLAGE HALL

Rate for hire of Hall - £12 per hour

Outside Chairs & Tables also available to hire

For private bookings please contact Heather Brogden by email; willsontheweb@hotmail.com
For event bookings please contact Alaina Cornish by email; adstockevents@gmail.com
I thought I would provide an update on what has been happening since the village hall last
contributed to The Clarion and some of the plans we have for the remainder of the year.
The hall has been set up to operate in a Covid-safe way and the hiring documentation had been
updated to ensure that we comply with the requirements of our insurers and the legislation in force.
The hall has been opened and checked for issues on a regular basis. At the end of last year, the
hall windows were refurbished and are now in a good state and should last, with regular painting.
Some maintenance has also been undertaken to deal with a few leaks and damp issues. There are
a few more odd jobs that need doing and we will set up a working party of volunteers to complete
these.
Understandably, most of the events we had planned for 2020 and the regular bookings had to be
cancelled and so the hall has really suffered financially over the last year, effectively incurring a loss.
We have researched all the Covid-related Government support available and unfortunately the hall
isn’t eligible for any of these, so we really need to come up with lots of ideas for events and fundraising opportunities if the hall is going to be sustainable in the longer term. Please do get in touch
with Heather, Alaina or me if you have any ideas and we will do what we can to promote the hall
more widely.
We took the decision to pause the 100 club at the height of the pandemic to avoid people having to
go door-to-door collecting money. We will be re-starting from September and have decided to do
the draw quarterly so that the prizes are bigger. We have also set up electronic banking so that
people can pay by bank transfer for the 100 club and future events. There will be more information
via The Clarion, leaflets and village Facebook on this soon.
We have held off arranging too many events due to the current uncertainty, but we are planning to
mark Social Care and NHS Workers day (which is on 5th July) with a village picnic in the orchard in
July. Again, we will publicise this further once the details have been finalised. We will also look
and the feasibility of running some new and our traditional events as we progress.
We are really looking forward to getting back up and running properly and ask for your support and
ideas to help us recover.
Thank You
The Village Hall Committee
Sue Tomblin (Chair)
Sue.tomblin@btopenworld.com
____________
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January 2020 saw a dedicated and hardworking group embark on reviving the village panto. We
were scheduled to perform in the spring. Then March 23rd saw us ‘gone - but hopefully not
forgotten‘. We will return but when is a mystery to us all.
Meanwhile, there must be a lockdown pantomime waiting to be written. So, whilst we are in
lockdown and (for some) with time on our hands, how about getting creative and putting pen to
paper - (for our younger residents read fingers to keyboard!)
By the time we are back to some semblance of normality we could have a ready-made library of
future performances.
Jill Lord
____________
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THE ADSTOCK HISTORY CLUB
The Adstock History Club has been unable to meet, but we were invited to join
the Syresham History Club Zoom meetings, which a few of us did. In April, Mary
McIntyre spoke about the History of Women in Astronomy, whilst in May Graham
Sutherland described the Queen Eleanor Way – the journey to London of the
remains of Queen Eleanor, wife of Edward I, following her untimely death near Lincoln in 1290.
Both talks were excellent!
However, as rules ease, we are hoping that we will be able to begin meeting again soon
In May 2018, following a talk entitled ‘Secrets and Scandals of Canons Ashby’, we enjoyed a trip to
the house,

whilst in 2019 we travelled to Broughton Castle near Banbury.

As stately homes and places of interest are beginning to open up again, I am looking at
possible places that we can visit in June or July: if anyone has a suggestion please let me
know.
In the meantime, you may be interested in the following Ropy Story, which has been
forwarded by a local resident!
A Ropy Story

Language is a wonderful thing. It continually evolves, reflecting both national
environment and industrial landscape. Further enrichment stems from neologisms and
absorption of words & phrases from foreign languages. Not all countries welcome such
change. The Académie Française takes a very dim view of ‘L’ Américanisation’ to their
language. Anyway, it is time to go to sea.
On warships, such as HMS Victory, cannons (as distinct from canons) were retained
with ropes & pulleys to stop them travelling back when cannon balls were fired. A
cannon inadequately lashed in place would cause havoc by rolling dangerously &
unpredictably when fired, and gave rise to the expression a loose cannon.
Crews were frequently press ganged - induction by ‘forceful’ encouragement - into
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naval service on the ships. Each crew member made their own whip - a piece of rope
with nine knotted cords known as a Cat-o’-nine-tails. Once made, they were stored in
leather pouches and when a crew member transgressed, their Cat-o’-nine-tails would
be taken out of its pouch for use which is where the saying letting the cat out of the
bag comes from. The offender would then be flogged on deck as there was little room
below amidst the cannons. Hence no room to swing a cat. The flogging would create
wounds on a man’s back which looked like cat scratches. Afterwards they would rub
salt in the wounds – causing further pain - but also helping to heal and prevent
infection. How kind & thoughtful!
New crews had to learn about the various ropes and their uses on board, hence the
expressions be shown the ropes and learning the ropes. Once learnt and mastered,
they could say that they know the ropes.
Each crew member had a rope hammock to sleep on which were stored flat, so when it
was time to sleep, they had to sling their hook to erect the hammock. Crew were
provided with a square plate and enjoyed three square meals a day.
Rope was made mainly from hemp. Banana leaves made rougher rope, and coconut
husks a very rough rope that was used to protect the side of a ship from damage when
near other ships or in port.
The spinners – not ‘The Leaving of Liverpool’ mob, made 5 miles of yarn a day before
combing the product and weaving it into strands. The phrase spinning a yarn derives
from this process.
Making rope required 2 machines - a Standing and a Traveller, which did as the names
suggest. Three strands were required, one on each hook at both machines. The handles
on the Standing and the Traveller were turned in opposite directions to make the
strands twist together. Once taut, the strands from the 3 hooks are placed onto one
hook and the handles are then turned the same way and gradually rope is formed.
Rope was made in the ¼ mile long Ropery building at Chatham. An anchor cable for
ships, such as HMS Victory, needed the rope to be 720 feet in finished length. As the
rope tightens when it is joined together, it needed to start with a length of 1,128 feet.
Hence the building size.
The Ropery was a noisy building making it difficult to convey messages or instructions
to the workforce. A rope running the length of the building at arms height with a bell
at each end was how they called each other to attention, giving rise to pull the other
one; it’s got bells on.
In the past, sailors would unpick lengths of old rope and sell the strands to shipyards
– money for old rope - where they were used to make the decks of ships watertight.
Now, just so all is clear, the Ship’s Cat was not the captain’s severest weapon of
choice for inflicting physical punishment, but a real danger if you were vermin.
I hope you are all keeping well, and hopefully we will be able to meet up in the next few
months
Jenny Stuart

01296 712 561
____________

jenniferanne.stuart@btopenworld.com
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Adstockistan Adstock Community Orchard

Adstockistan Update

Forces Fitness Farm:
Forces Fitness Farm is up and running again in the orchard every Monday with a new time of
1715. We have a good core of regular attenders of various ages and abilities; it really is for all
comers and is professionally run by Mike Heason. The sessions are only £2 all of which will go to
a worthy charity. If you’d like to join, please text Jo Nicholson on 07712897366 who will add you to
the group WhatsApp.

Orchard Bookings:
The Orchard is available for bookings, whether it be a camp out, music lesson, club meeting or a
full-on party. All options can be discussed, so please call or text Jo on the number above if you are
interested. Adstockistan is a fundraising orchard, so as long as this can be incorporated into your
event, we are happy to help in any way.
Simple bookings can be made at:
http://www.adstockistan.com/calendar/
For small events there will be a simple note put on the gate, but for larger parties, I will give
warning in advance. The only party booked for the summer so far is:
31st July – 21st birthday party for approximately 50 people. Minor disruption from cars. There
will be music during the night and camping.
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Adstocktoberfest:
Adstocktoberfest is being planned for 2nd October. Cider pressing and games in the afternoon –
food, drink, booze judging and music in the evening, with more details to follow….. fingers crossed.
____________

New Woodland at Adstockfields
It is proposed that approximately 120 acres of new woodland will be planted at Adstockfields
during the winter of 2021. The woodland is planned to cover a significant area to the north of the
village as indicated on the maps.

This new scheme will consist of all native deciduous trees and about 20% of the area will be open
spaces and the intention is to dig 2 ponds to increase the biodiversity of the woodland. The
clearings will consist of plants for winter bird feed as well as pollinators.
It is hoped that the new plantation will also slow down surface water runoff from the fields and go
some way to stop flooding.
If anyone has any comments, please contact Jo Nicholson on jo@adstockfields.co.uk
_______________
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We had hoped to get back to rehearsing in April and then again in May, but current government
guidelines mean that rehearsals are still limited to outdoors - which has not been easy in the
weather! When we can all get together for proper rehearsal, we hope to prepare for a concert
which will feature all our favourite and most uplifting songs to mark the end of what has been such
a difficult time for so many, so watch this space....
In the meantime, we are continuing to meet online and outside when the weather is favourable and
to run online zoom workshops for anyone who fancies a good old sing without the pressure of
being listened to!
We are still looking for new members for both the Singers and the Ladstocks. We are a friendly
and cooperative group of people and would welcome anyone who is interested in giving us a try. If
you want to find out more about us or listen to us perform, please visit
https://adstocksingers.wordpress.com/

____________
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Yoga with Lynn
Adstock Village Hall, Adstock
Thursdays 9.30-10.30am
Starting 24 June – 5 August (not 8th July)
TOTAL 6 weeks
£10/week
Numbers limited to 8
Booking will be essential

Covid-safety protocols are in place
For more information and to book contact:
Lynn Patton - 07799 197317 lynn.patton2@yahoo.co.uk
Lynn teaches hatha yoga – a mix of postures, breathing, eye and concentration practices

Skills for a healthy body and mind
____________
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It’s great to be back fully open again!
It's been fantastic to see everyone dining inside and we can't thank you enough for coming back to
see us, especially those who braved the weather for outside dining!
The support we have received has been amazing.
We are now open seven days week and serving food every day, all day from 12noon.
Whilst we recommend booking a table you can still pop along and we will try to accommodate you
asap.

DON’T FORGET
Father’s Day is on 21st June this year!
Why not treat him to a meal out?

.
Reserve a table for inside dining – 01296 712584
Lines open at 11am to place orders - 07464150211.
The Hatch - open Monday – Sunday from 12 noon

Take care & stay safe
Andy and the Team
The Old Thatch
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____________

Babysitter/Pet sitter
Required?
Hi! My name
is Mia, I live in
Adstock, and I’m a
responsible and
mature 16 year old,
with quite a bit of babysitting
and pet sitting experience!
I am fun with a good sense of
humour and I’ve looked after
children from ages 6 – 11yrs.
I am very happy to read, play
games etc.
Also, I’m happy to walk dogs, feed
pets, let them out or anything
else they need!
£5hour
call/txt*NEW NUMBER*
07798 903987
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VIRTUAL PILATES SESSION
If you want to become more supple in a fun way, then these sessions are for you.
Instructor: Carly Circuitt – 07834 231 199 – carlycircuitt@gmail.com
Web Site: www.carlycircuitt.com
____________
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The winners of our Easter Competition, were Karen and Robert Higgins, with runner ups, Sheila
and Brian Wood. The Colouring competition was won by Poppy Nicholson.
Congratulations to all the winners – we hope you enjoyed your eggs!

There is no prize attached to this edition’s Puzzle Page, but we hope you have fun working out the
answers.
All the clues below will give you the name of a different game show. With all the television
everyone has been watching during Lockdown, this should be simple!
We have completed the first one for you.

1.An enquiry seeking those who wish to encounter seven figured wealth – Who Wants to
be a Millionaire
2.The solid or hollow shape contained by six equal squares
3.Two-option proposal aimed at creating a transactional conclusion
4.An over-the-top warmth protector for your cuppa, with absolutely no pattern
5.Can-do denary
6.Assuming each segment of a minute knows the number sequence
7.Command to prepare a rock-breaking tool
8.A bargain purchase not bettered in ten decades
9.Familiar quadrangles
10.Fortunate match lighting
11.Dirt removal by cloth from external windows
12.Superman’s sun cream protection level
13.Enter the brooms at Waitrose
14.Spouse titles
15.Celebratory injection after fifty years
16.Related financial successes
17.Request for a hint from a group of people
18.Numerical declining by a large majority feline group
19.The acceptance of financial value
20.Raise your voice for personal deception
21.Au symboled solid or hollow, spherical or egg shaped objects
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22.Roman arena trained fighters
23.A home with no space moves up and down in the water
24.Divider examination
25.An sterling enquiry regarding 252.98221281347 to the power of two
26.Related people from across our land with the highest wattage
27.Contained for the purposes of victory
28.Pre-launch sequencing
29.Large fracture
30.Application document header
____________

Answers to the Easter Competition Quiz:
1) Newcastle 2) Dundee 3) Wrexham 4) Nottingham 5) Sheffield 6) Truro 7) Belfast
8) Penzance 9) Blackpool 10) Leeds 11) Folkestone 12) Exeter 13) Brighton 14) Norwich
15) Jersey 16) Portsmouth 17) Kings Lynn 18) Telford 19) Northampton 20) Glasgow
21) Canterbury 22) Nuneaton 23) Darlington 24) Preston 25) Bournemouth 26) Londonderry
27) Doncaster 28) Watford
____________

WE DELIVER NEWS

For a small delivery charge, the Wedelivernews.com Team will deliver your
daily newspaper to your door every day!
For further details email info@wedelivernews.com
www.wedelivernews.com
____________
BABYSITTING
Evenings - School Days - Weekends - Holidays Adstock
references available on request.
I finish school mid-June after exams, so can be available during the school day as well as evenings
and weekends.
Amber Baker: 07938 643966 or 01296 712419
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NOTICES
FOR SALE
CAR
1995 Mazda Eunos Roadster Convertible(MX5)
Montego blue with 1.8 Ltr. DOHC engine. In excellent condition. MOT until November.
£2,500.00.
Phone/text Tony on 07707060598 for full details and test drive.

BOOKS
Weather permitting, there will be table with books and other odd items at the bottom of The
Gardens – outside the garden gate of 1 Greenfields – from 11 a.m.
Please help yourself. The items are free, although donations for the Church are welcome.

THE COMMUNITY PLANT STALL
Back on the steps outside Adstock Cottage in East Street.
Please donate any plants that you have extra, and donate for those that you take – all money
raised is in aid of the Church funds.

Thank you Lyn for providing the steps and organising!
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FREE ITEMS
Foldable Tennis Table in need of repair - the top has come off it but should be fixable, so if
anyone is interested, you are very welcome to come and have a look, just don't want to send it to
the tip.
Child's bed - wooden ikea bed, was part of a set of bunkbeds.
Both free to a good home!
Telephone Lucy on 07798 504 410

WANTED
The Cordery family are looking to rent a 3 bedroom house in or around Adstock
It needs to be available September 2021
Preferred email is:
jamescordery@outlook.com
Telephone Number: 07957 678774

CALENDAR
June
13th Benefice Service

St Cecilia’s, 10.30 am,

July
4th
5th
18th
24th

Holy Communion
St Cecilia’s, 9.00 am
Village Picnic
The Orchard
Holy Communion
St Cecilia’s, 10.30 am
Submissions for next Clarion to Jenny or Lucy please

August
1st Holy Communion
Future Events
July Soiree in the Orchard
September Open Gardens
2nd October Adstockistan Liqueur Challenge

St Cecilia’s, 9.00 am

The Orchard

LOCAL CONTACTS FOR FURTHER INFORMATION
Adstock Singers
Babysitters
Book Club
Forces Fitness
History Club
Pilates
Piano and Violin Lessons
Science Club
Yoga

Lucy Bignall
Amber Baker
Mia
Jill Lord
Jo Nicholson
Jenny Stuart
Carly Circuitt
Lucy Bignall
Marius Stuart
Lynn

07798 504 410
07938 643 966
07798 903 987
07540 990 567
07712 897 366
01296 712 561
07834 231 199
07798 504 410
01296 712 561
07799 197317

01296 712 419
01296 712 561
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